
        

                   Glass:            $6  

ON TAP:               Crowlers:  $10, or 3 for $25 

                                                                                                          Kilo Niner Crowlers:  $11, or 3 for $28 

ABV = Alcohol By Volume IBU = International Bitterness Units SRM = Standard Reference Method 
Percentage of Alcohol Measure of Bitterness, 0 to 100  Indicates Beer Color, 2 to 80 

* Indicates a new beer release!  Wifi password: localbeerbrewedhere 
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SUNNY DREAM 4.6% ABV - 16 IBU - 3.6 SRM   

Our very refreshing version of a lightly hopped Cream Ale. A hint of citrus from the hops and with a light malt touch. This one is a 
crisp, dry and crushable – another “snowblower beer”. A great beer for cooler weather. Brewed with local honey!!  

BREW WIT                        4.5 % ABV     -     18 IBU     -     3.2 SRM   
Brew Wit is a witbier - a refreshing, elegant wheat-based ale. With a wittle bit of orange. It's a wittle hazy with a hint of biscuit. 
Not a lot of malty flavor, not a lot of bitterness from the hops - this one is delicious by itself or with food. Each glass is like a 
refreshing reminder of summer as our nights start to get longer. Brewed with white wheat and orange peel...   
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RENDEZBREW FRESH HOP IPA           5.3% ABV    -    47 IBU    -    12.6 SRM  

Brewed with fresh hops, grown locally in Hackensack. The Nugget hops were picked on September10  and brewed within two 
hours of being picked! Never had a fresh hop beer? It has an aromatic character that will tingle on your tongue. This beer has a 
medium body with a malt backbone to balance out the hops. Once this beer is gone – no more fresh hop beer until next year! 

HOPMAZING                       5.8% ABV    -    32 IBU    -    8.2 SRM  

It’s back! A favorite recipe from last summer tweaked to highlight this year’s hops. Tropical, juicy double dry hopped IPA with an 
intense blast of tangerine and a hint of apricot. Dry hopped with Australian Galaxy – one of our favorite hops. Don’t like hoppy 
beer? Try this one – we might change your mind! 

* KILO NINER 7.2% ABV  -          50 IBU      -      5.6 SRM     $7 

A New England style IPA (NE IPA), and released in honor of our Veterans on 11/11/21 at 11:11 am.  Hazy, soft, and juicy - this 
beer is loaded with a special blend of hops which were selected by military veteran brewers.  Our double dry hopped NE IPA has 
an intense blast of flavors: berry, citrus, stone fruit, herbal, and tropical. A perfect blast of summer as we fall into winter. For 
each beer sold we are donating to K9s for Warriors, www.K9sForWarriors.org 

WELL RED 5.3 % ABV - 57 IBU - 17.4 SRM   
A Red IPA? What’s that? Well… it’s Red. And stronger than a Red Ale or Amber Ale. And quite hoppy like an American IPA. But 
with a medium-dark malt background. You might taste caramel or toffee and dark fruit on the finish. But is an IPA! This is a great 
beer for longer nights. For Fall. And Winter. And for IPA lovers. And for adventurous dark beer folks. Many will love this beer!  

STARING BLINDLY  8.0 % ABV - 77 IBU - 8 SRM   
A West Coast style DDH IPA – double dry hopped with Amarillo, Chinook, and Citra. Is this why Lucette has that look on her face? 
Could this be her favorite beer? Loads of tropical pineapple, guava, and passion fruit sitting on a dank malty base. The fruit flavor 
explodes while the bitterness keeps creeps up on your tongue until you notice your glass is empty and order another. Without 
getting up to splash your face, you probably shouldn’t have 25 or 6 to 4 of these at one sitting!    
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FALLING MOON                       5.6% ABV  -          25 IBU      -      38 SRM   
Falling Moon is an Oatmeal Stout – and great as we settle in for the long nights ahead. This beer will warm you up from inside 
with its rich, dark and roasty flavors. It is slightly sweet, with coffee and a hint of chocolate as it rolls over your tongue. This is a 
great early afternoon or a late-night-sitting-around-the-campfire beer. Dreaming of a Falling Moon may bring good fortune!  

*BIG IVAN                       10.2% ABV  -          83 IBU      -      56 SRM            10 oz 
Big Ivan is a Russian Imperial Stout – an intensely flavored strong dark stout beer. This beer is the reason we designed our 
brewhouse the way we did. Over 700 pounds of grain in this monster – and just the strongest wort from the batch was used. RIS 
was first brewed in England for Emperor Peter the Great of Russia in the late 1700s. We hope you enjoy our Big Ivan – brewing it 
took 16 hours! 

*LITTLE IVAN                       5.6% ABV  -          83 IBU      -      45 SRM   
Little Ivan is an American Stout – and brewed by daisy-chaining the grain from Big Ivan, and part of our 16 hour brew day for both 
beers. It has a coffee-toffee-roasty flavor typical of stouts. You might also taste dark stone fruit and chocolate flavors. We 
aggressively hopped this in the American Stout style.   
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t STARRY SOUR: FLAVOR OF THE WEEK     4.5 % ABV     -     23 IBU     -     5 SRM   

One taste will rocket your buds to the stars and back. This one is lightly hopped, soured and then finished with natural fruit 
flavors for a delightfully refreshing beverage.  
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 KOMBUCHA  0 % ABV Non-alcoholic and brewed in Brainerd MN by our friends at Ya-Sure Kombucha.  

ROOT BEER  & SODA Bottle of Craft Root Beer or can of soda $3     
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